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Re-create the beauty of a summer garden with this gorgeous selection of flowers, leaves and plants

to crochet. From lacy blossoms to delicate ferns, you'll find patterns to suit any color, style or

season. Small and quick to crochet, these flowers work wonderfully as accents for larger projects,

as a creative use for leftover thread or a colorful introduction to thread crochet.Whether you're new

to thread crochet, or a longtime enthusiast, you'll find clear instructions, along with all the basics

needed.With the color and variety of their outdoor counterparts, these flowers can be used to

embellish clothing and housewares, create decorative arrangements or wall hangings, make lovely

and original cards, and more!
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The flowers are light, lacy and oh so colorful. Flowers bring a warm feeling to a home. The

real ones only last a week or two. With Caitlin's book, you get to enjoy them for as long as you

likeÃ¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Paula Moilver, examiner.comÃ¢â‚¬Å“Oh, are you going to love this book! I've

read, reviewed, and used other crochet books that feature floral motifs--but this one is special....

This collection is stunning, extremely detailed, and beautifully displayed to entice emergency

crocheting.... You'll definitely find inspiration in this book--but you'll also find exquisitely

photographed samples, finely written patterns, and clear graphics so you can attain success with

every stitch. And, color everywhere! Sainio has interpreted nature's floral colors in her own fabulous

way.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢CraftGossip.com



CAITLIN SAINIO has been crocheting for most of her life, and especially loves the delicate

geometries of thread crochet. Trained as a mechanical engineer, she's turned her engineering

talents to crochet design, concentrating particularly on flowers, snowflakes, and the other beautiful

patterns found in nature. She is the author of 100 Snowflakes to Crochet.

Caitlin Sainio's book, 100 LACE FLOWERS TO CROCHET, presents a collection of very pretty

crocheted flower and leaf motifs. A few of the motifs have double layers, but most are flat,

single-layer motifs. You must look elsewhere, if you want patterns for three-dimensional flowers and

leaves. However, the "spring tea cozy" and "colorful corsage" projects (photos and captions only, no

explicit instructions for actually making the projects) illustrate how three-dimensional effects can be

achieved by piling up these motifs (next to and one on top of another).The flower motifs are

beautifully photographed. They are displayed in a gallery with captions that identify the particular

flowers represented, such as hibiscus, plumeria, alyssum, petunia, sunflower. In most instances, I

cannot identify the flowers simply by looking at the photos--but when prompted by the captions, I

can see that the motifs do resemble the named flowers. It's okay with me, that the motifs are

somewhat "generic floral", because they are colorful, attractive, and decorative. My favorites are the

Pansy, the Sunflower, the Tulip (almost three-dimensional), and the Poinsettia.The book includes a

"Crochet Refresher Course" section that explains basic crochet techniques. Each motif is presented

with both written-out instructions and a chart. In addition to the flower motifs, there are generic leaf

and stem motifs, as well as some butterflies, a dragonfly, and a caterpillar. Most of the 100 motifs

represent different flowers, but the insects and some special leaves (e.g., Coleus) are included in

the total count. The flower motifs shown on the book's cover are good examples of what you'll find

in the rest of this pretty collection.

I own hundreds of crochet pattern books and well over a dozen devoted to solely to flowers and

leaves. This tops them all. The flowers are stylized, and sometimes a bit obscure (who knows what

a coffee blossom really looks like?) but they make my fingers itch to reproduce them. I've owned the

book for a month now, and I've made 37 of the designs so far...not for anything in particular. I'm now

considering joining about 200 various flowers into a "freeform" lacy tank top, maybe including a

butterfly or two. I especially appreciate the leaf variations, and the little tips that make it easy to

modify a flower or leaf--or create something entirely different. The color choices are excellent, the

photos clear, and the schematics and directions reinforce each other admirably. The brief review of



crochet techniques at the beginning will remind even beginners of all they skills they need for this

book. The patterns are for beginners through advanced intermediate: some are a bit fiddly and

challenging, but the results are worth the effort, and the practice will improve skills.One caveat: just

a few of the schematics use yellow ink, difficult for my old eyes to process. The red, blue, brown,

purple, green, etc. diagrams have sufficient contrast on the white page to be legible and helpful, but

the yellow ones...urk. It's easy enough to darken the lines on a small portion of the pattern with a gel

pen, but unfortunate that I need to do so. Still, I heartily recommend this book, and not just for

thread-crocheters. I've made a few flowers with sport and DK weight yarn, and they look adorable

on booties, kids' sweaters, etc.

I love the flowers, the leaves and all of it. It's fun! I'm using number 2 yarn (sock yarn) when doing

these so I have a bigger flower than what they intended with the Number 10 yarn. But I like

something a bit bigger and softer. I've made a number of these for my daughter. I wanted to put

them on a pony tail holder or something so she can wear them. Not sure how to do that.. I guess a

hot glue gun? But it's been a blast! I love the different designs and I like the way they show them

with leaves and stuff.. It makes me want to do a big mural or something and create a garden of

some sort. I totally recommend the book. VERY happy with it!!

I was a little concerned about ordering this book since previous books I've bought on crocheted

flowers haven't been what I wanted. Most existing crocheted flower books are for yarn and they just

don't seem to do well in thread. But I was very pleased when I got this book. The flowers are all very

pretty and with very clear instructions both written and diagrammed. I was happy to see some

leaves too, as I always have trouble with them. I like to make doilies adorned with flowers and this

book is giving me lots of ideas beyond the ordinary rose. I would recommend this to anyone who

crochets with thread and likes flowers.

I bought the book exclusively for a maple leaf pattern and have made twenty so far. The patterns

are written both in text and diagram. I have tried several of the patterns and the results are just like

the pictures, which are detailed and colorful. If you like thread crochet, this is a book worth having

on your shelf, even when so many patterns are readily available on the internet.

I am an avid gardener who trades her spade for a crochet hook in the winter so I REALLY enjoy this

book. I am awed by the variety and detail of the flower patterns. I appreciate having both the graph



and written instructions. I will have to echo the sentiment of another reviewer in that the yellow ink

used in the graphs is very hard to see, especially against the glossy paper. That would be the only

negative. The photography is exquisite and detailed. If you enjoy the challenge and delicacy of

thread crochet, this book is a must-have.

Gorgeous designs, very beautifully detailed! Many different flowers, artfully designed, with various

leaves. I made leaves and three of the flowers: daisy, clematis, poinsettia; plus the dragonfly and

cloudless sulphur butterfly. I stiffened them (which helped in shaping them to look more lifelike) and

hung them from my kitchen window curtain rod, under a lace crochet valance. Just stunning!

If you love to crochet, love flowers too, this book is for you. Practically any kind of flower you could

name is in here, with many I didn't know too. Good instructions, good pictures. It is a go-to reference

book for ideas on edgings, embellishments etc.
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